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PREFACE
The objective of this document is to define the Logistics Operations Management Center
Maintenance Support Baseline and to provide a historical record of systems, applied to and
deleted from, designs in support of future management and/or technical analysis.
This plan supplements International Space Station Alpha Program documentation and
establishesthe responsibilityof the Space Station Logistics Support Office (CM-INT-4)
functionin the Space Station LaunchSite Support Office(CM-INT). The developmentand
maintenanceof this plan are the responsibilityof the Space StationLogisticsSupport Office
(CM-INT-4).
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 PURPOSE
The purposeof thisdocumentis to identifytheequipmentandsystemsthatmakeup
theLogisticsOperationsManagementCenterMaintenanceSupportBaseline(LOMC-
MSB)and to describethe organizationalandfunctionalrequirementsof the
maintenancemanagementinfrastructure.All Hight elements,GroundSupport
Equipment(GSE),FacilitySystemsandEquipment(FS & E) and TestSupport
Equipment(TSE)for whichthe LOMChas logisticsresponsibilitiesat Kennedy
SpaceCenter(KSC)andotherlocationswill be listedherein.
1.2 SCOPE/APPLICABILITY
This baselineis applicableto theDirectorateof PayloadManagementand Operations
(CM),Space StationLaunchSite SupportOffice(CM-INT),LogisticSupportOffice
(CM-INT-4)andits contractorsto the extentspecifiedin their contracts,the Space
StationPrime Contractorandtheir Subcontractors.This baselineis a living document
thatwill be updatedasdesignof eachnew or existingsystemmatures. Thisbaseline
willbe incorporatedinto specificdocumentationasdirectedby theKSC Space
StationLogisticsOperationsManagementCenter(LOMC)IntegratedProductTeam(WT).
1.3 AUTHORITY/DOCUMENTATION HIERARCHY
Thisdocumenthas beenreleasedunder the authorityof the KSC SpaceStation
LOMCIFr. The SpaceStationLogisticsandMaintenanceIPT documentation
providesProgramlevel policyandguidance. The SpaceStationOperationalLogistics
Plans,K-SS-12series,and otherappropriatedocumentationprovidesthe procedures
necessaryto implementthepoliciesset forthin this document.The LOMCIP'r
DocumentationTree (Figure1-1),providesthe documentationstructureunderwhich
thisdocumentis released.
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1.4 SUPPORTING GUIDANCE
Equipmentreadinessis driven by a successful.rn_ntenanceprogram. The KSC
MaintenanceManagementSystemmustprovideInternationalSpace StationAlpha
(ISSA)equipmentand systems,properlyconfiguredto meet missionneedsandall
safetyandoperationalcriteria. The purposeof themaintenancefunctionis to
provide,on a sustainedbasis,missionreadyequipmentat the time andplaceneeded.
Longtermequipmentoperabilityand costcontainmentmaybe maintainedby:
a. reductionof turnaroundtimethroughoptimizationofmanpower,facilitiesand
equipmentcapabilitiesto supportoperationalrequirements.
b. mission oriented organization, training and equipment to support maintenance.
c. planningandschedulingaroundchangingmanpower,facility,andequipment
requirements.
d. advocating the continuing development of automated information systems and _'
procedures that enhance productivity. The goal is to improve efficiency through
elimination of non-productive, manpower intensive administrative tasks.
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SECTION11
LOGISTICSMANAGEMENT
2.1 LOGIS:_,CS MANAGEMENT
The KSC Logistics Support Office ( CM-INT-4 ) will establish and publish policies
for effective management of the equipment maintenance functions. These policies and
procedures assign responsibilities at the various levels of management. The Space
Station Launch Site Support Office and KSC Payload Management and Operations
Directorate (Figures 2-1 & 2-2 respectively) provide the requirements and direction
for the use and repair of listed systems and equipment.
2.1.1 The LOMC IPT will:
a. establish maintenance concepts, plans, and requirements for the on-line
and off-line maintenance for systems and equipment life cycle.
b. provide staff support and assistance as required to ensure the
maintenance concepts are effectively implemented.
c. identify budget and funding requirements.
d. propose maintenance concept changes in sufficient time to allow
programming of required resources, including technical data, equipment,
training and spare parts.
e. project maintenance requirements into the Integrated Logistics Support
OLS)plan for ISSA support, identifying maintenance profiles consistent
with operational needs.
f. assist with the identification and use of inter-center maintenance support
capabilities as necessary for improved support.
2.1.2 The Payload Ground Operations Contractor (PGOC) will:
..
a. coordinate requirements, capabilities, functional responsibilities and
accomplishment of maintenance actions, outlined in this plan with CM-INT-&
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b. ensuremaintenancemanagementparticipatesin all pertinentplanning,
programmingandbudgetingactions.
c. plan andimplementa comprehensivetrainingprogramto sustainworkforce
qualificationsandcapabilities.
d. ensurequalitymaintenanceperformance,to includecompleteandaccurate
reporting.
e. provide an adequate number of maintenance personnel with the proper skills mix.
f. interface with operations to identify maintenance support requirements, and work
with program control and other support activities to provide required resources.
g. control and coordinate the assignment and utilization of maintenance facilities
and, based on mission needs, submit requirements for new facilities and/or
modification to existing facilities.
h. provide f'mancialmanagement of the maintenance program.
i. ensure quality performance by monitoring and assessing the maintenance program
and documenting processes and procedures for appropriate management action.
The PGOC's logistics organization supporting off-line maintenance and automation is
shown in Figure 2-3.
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SECTION111
LOGISTICS SUPPORT ELEMENTS
3.1 MANPOWER
ManpoJ_rrequirementswillbedeterminedbyconventionalmethodsandprocedures
consistentwithestablishedpolicies.Theserequirementsareusedto developthe
maintenancemanpowerneedsfortheNASAandcontractorbudgetprocess.Funded
authorizationsareallocatedbyNASAHeadquartersbyUniqueProjectNumber
(UPN).Thefollowingmanpowerequirementsgroundrulesaretobe usedinthe
acquisition,distributionandsustainingof skillsmixforlogistics upportpersonnel.
a. Ensure maintenance manpower is available to meet mission requirements.
Manpowerutilizationdocuments"willbedevelopedthatareconsistentwith
approvedNASAandcontractormanpowerstandards.Thesedocumentswillbe
usedasa referencefornewrequirementstaffing.
b. Manpowerequirementswillbe identifiedwithsufficientleadtimeto allowforf
recruiting, training and assignment of personnel.
c. The contractor has the latitude to distributethe maintenancemanpower
dependingon the missionrequirementprocess throughoutthe maintenance
organization,providing that, approvedmanninglevels and skills mix are
maintained. Whensuchaction will notprovidethe correctskills mix for
maintenanceoperations,temporarymanpowermay be addedby the contractor
providingoverallcontractorauthorizedmanninglevels are not exceeded.
3.2 'IRAJ2qING
Onekey to a successfulmaintenanceprogramis a properlytrained,stable workforce
that is experienced in repair procedures and techniques. Maintenance training is
dependent upon proper classification of personnel, utilization and training policies
which are responsive to mission needs and adequate planning to project technological
and economic requirements.
a. Training should be designed to emphasize maximum use of limited resources at
the system level rather than the sub-system level.
b. Training policies must emphasize standardization and system level qualifications.
3-1
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(1) The contractor will identify,by skill, specific task requirements for the
various skill levels.
(2) Standardized training will be provided to all new personnel. Specialize:!
system training must be provided to all personnel, when maintaining or
operating specialized systems.
(3) Formaltrainingwill be equipmentand systemspecificandwill
concentrateon "Handson" applicationto the maximumextentpossible.
3.3 MAINTENANCEDOCUMENTATION
Standardized Procedures are the basis for ensuring consistent results from repetitive
tasks. Strict adherence to Standardized Procedures, with inherent quality check
points, is essential to providing a consistently reliable product. All documentation
must be configuration controlled, highly accessible to the user, and have any change
highly visible and approved by quality prior to use.
3.4 MATERIAL SUPPORT
The Payloadcontractormustprovidesimpleandfast processesfor gettingthe right
part to therightplace at the right time. Thissystemmustprovideefficientinterface
compatibilitieswith the KSC ORU/LRU/SRUrepairprocessingflow (Figure3-1)and
on-lineinventorysystems.Asset visibilitymustbe accessiblebyall echelonsof
managementandprocessing. Materialsupportmaybe optimizedby implementing:
a. a simple,directandcontrollablematerialto maintenanceinterfacesystem.
b. a materialsupportorganizationresponsiveto maintenanceneeds,deliverytimes
andmaintenancepriorities.
c. whenpractical,a storagefacilitywherespares,repair parts and suppliesare
convenientlylocatednear the maintenancefacility.
: d. operatingproceduresthat respondto prioritiesidentifiedby maintenance
management.
3-2
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e. processes to identify and control alternate methods of satisfying material
demands. Alternate methods may include, but are not be limited to:
(I) Cannibalization of parts
(2) Local manufacture
g. a requirements verses stock inventory to periodically purge no longer required
spares, piece parts and supplies.
h. existing resources to support ISSA requirements rather than developing unique
or stand-alone capabilities.
3.5 MANAGEMENTINFORMATIONSYSTEMS
These systems are an integral part of maintenance management and are essential tools
for collecting, processing, storing and retrieving data generated by maintenance
activities. The following system aspects should be included in the planning, "_"
development or upgrade of the information system to ensure response to user needs:
a. minimize and simplifydata input requirements.
b. the capability to provide sufficient input and output terminals for maintenance
users.
c. dataentry andretrievalaccessat key locationswithin themaintenance
organizations.
d. on-line(realtime)dataprocessingcapability.
e. reduction of paperwork and administrative involvement
f. capabilityto handlepeakworkloads with no significantimpacton response time
to user.
g. report generation capabilities during data retrieval.
h. Acceptance Data Package (ADP) change lockout to user personnel to assure
configuration control of document.
_'_,
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3.6 FACILITIES
Processingof reparableitemsis directlyrelatedto the availability,facilitycondition
andcompatibilityand materialsupportof the hostinfrastructure. The contractor
must ensuremaintenancefacilitiessystemsandequipmentare ade.quatelymaintained
and/orupgradedto meet missionrequirements.In supportof this:
a. the contractorshallmaintaina listingof allfacilitiesused or requiredby the
maintenanceandmaterialfunctions. Thislistwill identifythe maintenance
requirementto facilityrelationship,the operationalstatusof eachfacilityand
providea statusof all majorrepairsand modifications.If new orplanned
constructionis involvedin satisfyinga requirement,thesewill also be listed.
b. theindividualmaintenanceandmaterialfacilitieswill be evaluatedby theusing
activities. Evaluatorswill considercurrentandprojectedusage,workload,
security,safety,energy andpersonnelefficiency.Evaluationswill be reviewed
internalto the contractorandsubsequentlyreviewedby the appropriateNASA
office. Resultsoftheseevaluations,reviewsanddecisionswill be includedin the
/- individualfacilityplanswhenappropriate.
3.7 TRANSPORTATION
The availabilityof suitablegeneraland specialpurposevehiclesdirectlyaffects
maintenanceprocessingcapability. The contractorwill:
a. coordinatevehiclerequirementsandutilizationthroughthe Officeof Primary
Responsibility(OPR).
b. ensurevehiclesassignedto the maintenancecomplexare functional,safe and
reliable.
c. provide for vehicle maintenance beyond the scope of normal operator
responsibility.
d. ensure vehicles assigned to the maintenance complex are properly used for their
: specified purpose.
3.8 QUALITY AND SAFETY
The contractor will establish an effective quality control program in accordance with
;_ current NASA and contractor guidelines and directives. The Space Station Program
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should coordinat_ processes and requirements with Payload Quality Assurance (RO-
PAY) and Quality Engineering (RM-ENG) Divisions for review prior to and during
implementation. The maintenance organization will adhere to the following quality
and safety guidelines:
a. Make maximum use of existing KSC quality processes and procedures which
includes safety, personnel qualifications and performance, and equipment
condition. The Quality Program will contain procedures to identify problem
areas and recommend corrective actions.
b. Safety programs should be oriented toward accident prevention, safety trend
analysis and the investigation of individual events.
3-6
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SECTION IV
MAINTENANCEMANAGEMENT
The Maintenan_-"Concept for ISSA reparable Flight Compontents, Ground Support
Equipment (GS_) and Test Support Equipment (TSE) is for support at two levels: 1)
organizational (on-system/equipment) and 2) depot (off system/equipment).. It includes
scheduled and unscheduled maintenance as described later in this section.
4.1 MAINTENANCE INFRASTRUCTURE CONCEPTS
The Payloadmaintenanceorganizationis composedof a primemission-oriented
contractor,severalothermissionrelatedcontractors,and numerousoff-Center
industrialcomplexesclassifiedasDepotMaintenanceContractors(DMC).The
divisionofrepairresponsibilitiesamongthemembersof themaintenancecommunity
is a balanceofcost effectiveness,logisticssupportcapabilitiesandinter-related
operationalrequirements.Someprimaryfactorsin selectionof maintenancesources
are-"
a. resourceavailability.Resourcesareclassifiedas facilities,documentation,
supportequipment,skillsandmanpowernecessaryto accomplishpertinenttasks.
b. maintenanceprocedures. Theseproceduresmust addressthe resourcesrequired
to promotemissioneffectivenessas measuredagainstcost andschedule
responsiveness.
c. maintenance:categories.Maintenancetasks are dividedinto twocategories,
1)on-equipment(on-line)and2) off-equipment(off-line). Thesecategoriesmay
be performedby eitheranon-Centeror off-Centerrepair facility.
d. classificationof maintenanceaction. Maintenancemaybe dividedintopreventive
maintenanceor correctivemaintenanceactions. Preventivemaintenance
enhancessystemandcomponentreliabilitythroughpreplannedcleaning,
lubricationand calibrationtasks. Correctivemaintenanceis thereturnof
equipmentto operationalspecificationsfollowingparts failureor physical
damage. Correctivemaintenanceplanningmustprovidefor the appropriate
resourcesidentifiedin paragraph(a)above.
e. missionneeds. Whendictatedby missionneeds,PayloadOperationsmay
authorizetherepair of a ORU/LRU/SRUat local or alternaterepairfacilities
whenthe followingcriteriaare met:
4-1
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(1) An infrastructure capable of providing the repair resources, quality
requirements and recertification criteria is available.
(2) The unique skills, technical data, repair parts and test equipment is
available.
(3) Schedule flexibility to accomplish task is feasible.
(4) Approvedfundingfor use of resources,acquisitionofrepair parts and
repairof discrepantitem is acquired.
f. Site selectionfor therepairof individualequipmentsor systemsinvolves
evaluatingthe availabilityofspecializedskills,requiredmaintenancetest
equipment,requireddocumentationandfacilities. When theserequirementsare
availableor can be providedat morethanonelocation,a cost-trade-offanalysis
will be conductedto determinethe mosteconomicallocationor divisionof work
load. Repairactivitiesat KSC are dividedinto thefollowingcategories. _'"
(1) On-equipment(on-line),on-Center: Thosetasksof servicing,processing
andde-integrating;includingrepairingofpayloadrelated systemsby
removingandreplacingLRU/SRUs,includesscheduledinspectionsand
modificationsto equipmentwhichcanbe accomplishedon a limitedscale.
Thismaintenanceapproachcan be classifiedas "OrganizationalLevel
Maintenance".
(2) Off-equipment(off-line):Thosetasksrequiringa higherlevel of
specializedskill,uniqueor specializedsupportequipmentor a degreeof
disassemblynotpracticalwithin theoperationalenvironment.This
categoryincludesthe removalandreplacementof subassembliesas well
as fault isolationand replacementofcomponentparts. This maintenance
approachcan be classifiedas "DepotLevelMaintenance"and maybe
accomplishedat an on-Centeror off-Centerrepair sources.
: g. MaintenanceTestEquipment(MTE)is describedastest equipmentuniqueto a
systemorLRU/SRU. This equipmentmustbe approvedfor use in the unique
applicationandmaintainedto system/equipmentspecifications.The Maintenance
CenterMTEallocation/authorizationshouldbe basedonpeak projectedusage
andpriorityof useon missioncriticality. _---.
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4.2 MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION
Maintenance functions will be organized to permit maximum utilization of
maintenance resources by emphasizing direct labor, training, supervision, and de-
emphasizing overhead staff functions.
a. All maintenance functions will be assigned to meet mission requirements.
b. Functionsrequiredto supportthe Payloadmissionwill be authorized.
c. Maintenanceplanningis basedon the requirementto achieveoptimumuse of
maintenanceresourcesandmust not jeopardizeoperationaltasking.
Discrepancies,bothoperationalandmaintenancethatcannotbe resolved,will be
referredthroughmaintenancemanagementchannelsfor resolution.
4.3 MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS INTERFACE
f Maintenance management will ensure the availability of an information system that
provides continuous review of operational support requirements (mission
requirements). Updates to the information system operational support requirements
lists would be provided by user organizations (Operations). Through this interface,
maintenance facilities, GSE, personnel, and training can be adjusted to meet those
support requirements. In addition,
a. down time for systems and equipment preventive maintenance and calibration can
bescheduled.
b. manpower and ODC budget projections can be made.
c. routinepurgingand upgradingof supportcapabilitycan be plannedand executed
without impactto missionrequirements.
4.4 LEVELS OF MAINTENANCE
: 4.4.1 OrganizationalLevelMaintenance.Organizationallevel maintenanceprovidesfor the
removalandreplacementof Line ReplaceableUnits(LRU),eitheron a scheduled
(periodic)or unscheduled(componentfailure)basis. This may includerepair in-place
maintenance.A repairin-placedeterminationwillbe madeby theresponsible
-- managerwhenjustifiedby theresultsof the logisticsengineeringanalysisor basedon
actualexperiencewithits impacton operationalturnaround. Scheduledmaintenance
4-3
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actions include such activities as inspections, cleaning, lubrication, servicing,
calibration and adjustment of operational systems or related subsystems.
Unscheduled maintenance actions include troubleshooting, fault isolation,removal
and replacement of failed LRU' s, and subsequent verification of the system or its
related subsystems. This level of maintenance performed on GSE, Flight, FS & E or
TSE, when required, and when permitted by the operations schedule, is performed at
the installed location or designated work areas.
4.4.2 Depot Level Maintenance. Depot level maintenance consists of maintenance tasks
that are beyond the cost effectiveness and capabilities (including facilities, equipment,
manpower, and technical skills) Of the organizational level. It consists of fault
isolation, repair, modifications and reverification of the LRU's removed during
organizational level maintenance activities, as well as the repair or maintenance
actions on Shop Replaceable Units (SRU). It is performed in Government or
commercial shop facilities located either on-Center or off-Center. Depot level
maintenance also includes emergencymanufacture of unavailable parts and provides
for technical assistance to other maintenance levels on an as-required basis.
4.5 MAINTENANCE DOCUMENTATION
Maintenance documentation provides two primary functions in support of equipment
life-cycle. First, it ensures data that both the user and repair engineer have access to
design specification of operationalparameters. These specifications andparameters
ensure the user consistent results and the repair engineer repair/retest criteria.
Second, specialized documentation provides logistics support information as well as
failure data. Some typical examples of customized documentation are listed below:
a. Operation and Maintenance Manuals (O & M). These are normally provided by
the original equipment manufacturer (OEM) or vendor.
b. Operation and Maintenance Instruction Manual (OMI). These are normally
provided by NASA or the operations contractor.
c. Depot Maintenance Manual 0DMM). These are normally provided by the
operations contractor or subcontractor.
4.5.1 KSC Standard Documentation. Several standard KSC forms are used to report
problems and initiate repair action requiring the initiator to flU in the appropriate
blocks, obtain the proper approva!/signatures, and make the necessary distribution.
Examplesare listed below: •
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a. Interim Problem Report OPR)
b. Problem Report (PR)
c. Work Order (WO)
d. Test PreparationSheet(TPS)
4.5.2 Depot Documentation. To support depot level repair, a lower tier of maintenance
support is necessary to ensure operational needs. Support at this level includes, but is
not limited to, the following:
a. Establishment of spare and repair parts inventories at ORU, LRU, SRU, and
piece part level.
b. Identification and development/procurement of required documentation.
/
c. Participation in provisioning conferences to ensure accurate repair parts
inventory is provided when support requirements are developed by off-center
organizations.
d. Preparation of input for the development of off-line maintenance utilization
studies in support of requirements developed by off-center organizations.
e. Review maintenance planning and program documents to determine the impact
on logistics support.
f. Support design reviews to verify the adequacy of the proposed maintenance
support.
g. Accomplishment of provisioning for assigned systems through review of Source
Maintenance and Recoverability (SM & R) coding (See Table 4-1) and
determination of repair levels and cycle times.
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4.6 CONTRACT MAINTENANCE
Contract maintenance is an alternative method used to support payload operational :
requirements ranging from minor repairs to operations and maintenance of complete
systems _,,la sustained basis. When this method of support is selected, maintenance
management responsibilities include defining the scope of the required tasks in a
Statement of Work (SOW), placing the contract and monitoring contract
performance.
4.7 SOURCE, MAINTENANCE AND RECOVERABILITY (SM & R) CODES
4.7.1 General. SM& R Codesestablishthe logisticscriteriafor use of the uniformSM &
R codingmatrixwhichhas applicationto morethanone ofthe functionalpayload
operationallogisticsplans. It is basedon thejoint militaryservicesuniformSM& R
codingas definedin T.O.00-25-195.Specifically,guidelinesfor assignmentof SM&
R codesfor SpaceStationequipmentand/orpieceparts is directedby ISSAProgram
Document"D684-100041-1-1",the "LogisticsAnalysisPlan". By this approach,
,/ conformityof interpretationandapplicationof codescan be assuredat interfacing
pointsin the supportprocess. ThoseSM & R codesin thisplanare for the use of all
SpaceStationlogisticsfunctions.The meaninganduse of eachcodewithin the
respectivecolumn(position)is describedin the followingparagraphs(SeeTable4-1).
4.7.2 SM & R CodingMatrixGuidelines.The SM& R codeis a uniformcodeassignedto
all supportitems earlyin theacquisitioncycle to conveymaintenanceandsupply
instructionsto the variouslogisticsupportlevelsand operationalorganizations.
a. UniformSourcesCodes(lst and2nd Position). SourceCodesare assignedto
supportitemsto indicatethe mannerof acquiringsupportitems for maintenance,
repair,or overhaulof enditems. The firstpositionof the SM & R coding format
indicatesthe sourcefor acquiringthe item;i.e. procurable,manufactured,
assembled,etc. Thesecondpositionprovidesadditionalinformationsuchas
organization,intermediate,or depotlevel for manufactureparts. Sourcecodes
enteredin the firstand secondpositionsof the UniformSM& R Codewillbe
formatted as indicated by the following code definitions:
• PA - Itemprocuredandstockedfor anticipatedorknownusage.
• PB - Itemprocuredand stockedfor insurancepurposesbecause
essentialitydictatesthat aminimumquantitybe availablein the
_-- supplysystem
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• PE - Support equipment procured and stocked for initial issue or outfitting
to specified maintenance repair activity.
• PG - Item procured and stocked to provide for sustained support for the
life of the equipment. It is applied to an item peculiar to the
equipment which because of probable discontinuance or shutdown of
production facilities would prove uneconomical to reproduce at a
later time.
• K.F- An item of a maintenance kit and not purchased separately.
Maintenance Kit defined as a kit that provides an item that can be
replaced at organizational or intermediate levels of maintenance.
• KD - An item of depot overhaul/repair kit and not purchased separately.
Depot kit defined as a kit that provides items required at the time of
overhaul or repair.
• KB - Item included in both a depot overhaul/repair kit and a maintenance
kit.
• MO - Item to be manufactured or fabricated at the organizational level.
• MF - Item to be manufactured or fabricated at the intermediate
maintenance level.
• MD - Item to be manufactured or fabricated at the depot maintenance
level.
• AO - Item to be assembled at the organizational maintenance level.
• AH - Item to be assembled at the intermediate maintenance level.
• AD - Item to be assembled at the depot maiptenance level.
• XA - Item not procured or stocked because the requirement for the item
will result in the replacement of the next higher assembly.
• XB - Item is not procured or stocked. If notavailable through salvage,
requisition from item manager.
: • XC - Installation drawing, diagram, insmaction sheet, field service
drawing, that is defined by manufacturers' part number.
b. Maintenance Codes (3rd and 4th Position). Maintenance Codes are assigned to
indicate the levels of maintenance authorized to USE and REPAIR support items.
The maintenance codes are entered in the third and fourth positions of the '_
Uniform SM & R Code.
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Themaintenancecodeenteredin the thirdpositionwill indicatethe lowest
maintenancelevel authorizedto remove,replace,anduse the supportitem. The
decisionto code the item for removalandreplacementat the indicated
maintenancelevelwill requirethatallthe capabilitiesnecessaryto installand
ensureproperoperationafterinstallationof a replacementitem, (i.e., pre-
installationinspection,testing,andpost-installationcheckout)are provided.
Themaintenancecodeenteredin thefourthpositionindicateswhethertheitemis
to be repairedat thelowestmaintenancelevelwith the capabilityto perform
completerepair(i.e., all authorizedmaintenancefunctions). The decisionto code
the supportitem for repair at the indicatedmaintenancelevels requiresthatall
maintenancecapability(remove,replace,repair,assemble,andtest) for the
supportitemsbe provided to that level. Thisdoes notprecludesomerepair
whichmaybe accomplishedat ahigherlevelofmaintenance. Whena
maintenancecode is notused a dash(-) willbe entered. Maintenancecodes
enteredin the thirdand forthpositionsof theUniformSM& RCodewill be
S- formattedas indicatedby the followingcodedefinitions:
(1) Use Codes
• C - Support item is removed, replaced, used at the organizational on-
orbit level of maintenance.
• O - Support item is removed, replaced, used at organizational ground
level of maintenance.
• H -Support item is removed, replaced, used at on-orbit intermediate
level.
• D - Support item is removed, replaced, used at depot only.
(2) Repair Codes
• B - No repair is authorized. The item may be reconditioned by
adjusting, lubricating, etc., at the user level. No parts or special
: tools are procured for the maintenance of this item.
• O - The lowest maintenance level capable of complete repair of the
support item is the ground organizational level.
• H - The lowest maintenance level capable of complete repair of the
f--" support item is the intermediate level on-orbit.
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• D - The lowestrnaintenancclevel capableofcompleterepair/overhaul
of thc support item is thc depot level. However, limited repair may
be accomplished at the on-orbit intermediate level.
• L - Repairat OEM(CLSitems). Limitedrcpaixmaybe accomplished
at the On-OrbitIntermediateor DepotLevel.
• Z - Non-repairable.No repair is authorized.
c. RecoverabilityCodes( 5thPosition). RecoverabilityCodesare assignedto
supportitems to indicatethe dispositionactiononunserviceableitems.
Recoverabilitycodesenteredin thefifthpositionsof the UniformSM& R Code
will be formattedas indicatedby the followingcodedefinitions:
• Z - Non-repairableitem. When unserviceable,condemnanddisposeat
the levelindicatedin column3.
• O- Repairableitem. Whenuneconomicallyrepairable,condemnand
disposeat the organizationallevel (on-ground).
• D - Repairableitem. When beyondlower levelrepaircapability,return
to depot. Condemnationand disposalnot authorizedbelow depot
level.
• L - Repairableitem. When beyondlower levelrepaircapability,return
to the OEMfor final disposition. Condemnationanddisposalnot
authorizedbelowthe OEM.
• A - Item requiresspecialhandlingor condemnationproceduresbecause
of specificreasons (i.e.,preciousmetalcontent,high dollarvalue,
criticalmaterialor hazardousmaterial). Referto appropriate
manuals/directivesfor specificinstructions.
NOTE
d. SpecialHandling(NotApplicable)(6thPosition).
4.7.3 Changesto the CodingTable. Additions,deletions,or changesto thistable or
accompanyingnarrativemustbe initiatedby a changeto theProgramlevel "Logistics
AnalysisPlan",D684-100041-1-1. "_
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APPENDIX B
INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATIONALPHA
LOGISTICS OPERATIONSMANAGEMENT CENTER
REPARABLES AND NON-REPARABLES
B-1.0 COMPOSITION
The following list of equipment is assembled to establish a base line number of
reparable and non-reparable ORUs, LRUs and SRUs that will be processed through
KSC for the Space Station Alpha Program. It is derived from the Support Equipment
IFr list maintained on the SAINTANNE Server at KSC (Launch Site GSE
Management System (LSGMS) when available). This MSB is not intended to be a
fixed list or number. It is a fluid document to be used to identify the depth and scope
of future support requirements. The baseline is made up of Hight Systems, Program
GSE and contingent Test Support Equipment (TSE), KSC designed FS & E and
GSE, International Partners GSE and TSE, and Prime Responsibility GSE and TSE.
B-2.0 GROUNDRULES FOR SELECTION OF LISTED EQUIPMENT •
1) Unique reparable and non-reparables estimates axedeveloped from Spares
Provisioning Analysis (SPAs), Drawings, Implementation Plans and
Engineering Estimates. The source for each item is designated in the reference
block of the MSB.
3) If SPA, Drawings, Implementation Plans or an Engineering Estimate for an
item is not available, the reparable and non-reparables estimates are derived
using averages from both the KSC approved Electrical and Mechanical GSE
actuals. The use of this methodology tan be identified by the term "Average" in
the reference block on following lists. "
4) All LSGMS "Withdrawn" GSE have been archived from the MSB.
• 5) Intemational Partner GSE/TSE and GSE/TSE for which the Prime retains I
responsibility for requirement definitior, and/or approval is included as Iinformation becomes available. This is not an inclusive list of this category ofitems at this time, nor are the TSE items included in the baseline total.
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B-3.0 DESCRIPTION
This MSBis organizedby UnitedStates(U.S.)providedGSE,TSE andFS & E and
InternationalParmersGSEandTSE. , The U.S. sectionis made up of the PrimeContractor
(Boeing),the threetier 1Subcontractors(MDA-HB,PG-1;ROCKETDYNE,PG-2;and
BOEING,PG-3)and KennedySpace Center(KSC). The secondsectionconsistsof the
InternationalSpaceStationFreedom(ISSA)InternationalParmers,the CanadianSpace
Agency(CSA),EuropeanSpaceAgency(ESA),NationalSpaceDevelopmentAgencyof
Japan(NASDA)andRussianSpaceAgency(RSA).
B-3.1 TERMS DEFINITION
B-3.1.1 Flight: SpaceStationFlight Systemsare theflightreparablesand non-reparables
thatareprocessedby KSC for launchaboardthe SpaceShuttle. These include,but
arenot limitedto, SpaceStationdements, OrbitalReplaceableUnits (ORUs),Flight
CrewEquipmentand PayloadRacks. The LogisticsOperationsManagement
Center(LOMC)will havemaintenancesupportresponsibilityfor theseitemspost
LogisticsManagementResponsibilityTransfer(LMRT).
B-3.1.2 ProgramGroundSupportEquipment(GSE): This categoryincludes thoseGSE
itemsidentifiedin the SupportEquipmentIFFdatabase on the KSC SAINTANNE
serverbut designed/developedat a locationotherthan KSC. These itemswillbe
utilizedin theprocessingof SpaceStationFlightSystemsat KSC. They aredivided
intothree subgroupswhichincludeGSE,TSEand Flight. The GSElist is further
dividedinto approvedand unapproveditems. Approveditemshave SpaceStation
• ControlBoard (SSCB)approval. Unapproveditems are requireditems thatdo not
haveSSCBapproval. Test SupportEquipment(TSE)are thoseequipments
identifiedto supportpotentialrequirements.It is projectedfor use in the operation
and/orrepair of GSEitemsrequiredat KSCand will accompanythoseGSEitems to
KSC. TSE items (approvedand unapproved)are consideredpotentialcandidates
for transferto KSCfor maintenancesupport.
B-3.1.2 KSC DesignedFS & E/GSE/TCMS:Thiscategoryincludesthe KSC Facility
SystemsandEquipment(FS&E)and GSEthatKSC has responsibilityfor
: designing/acquiringandthe HarrisdesignedTest,Controland MonitoringSystem.
The KSCFS&Eitems are brokendowninto KSCLogisticsFacilitiesFS&Eand
SpaceStationProcessingFacility(SSPF)FS&Ethat is subdividedinto electricaland
mechanicalcategories. The KSCGSEis dividedinto approvedandunapproved
with subdivisionsof electricalandmechanicalLRUs. The KSCTest Controland
: MonitorSystem(TCMS)providesa LRUlist segregatedby TCMSset.
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B-3.1.3 PROGRAM RESPONSIBILITY. The Program Responsibility category consists of |
those items that have no firm resolution to acquire and/or no provider identified to Idate; and, those items that are being acquired through other U. S. NASA Centers orInternational participants. They _e listed in Study 1, 2, 4, 5 category or as Other.
• Study 1 - Required at KSC but item not on baseline list.
• Study 2 - Requirement at KSC pending further study.
• Study 4 - Not required at KSC but item on baseline list.
• Study5 - Required at KSC for Shuttle integration but provider unidentified.
• Other Other U. S. NASA Centers or International participants provided
items.
B-3.1.4 AVERAGE CALCULATION. In estimating the number of reparables and non-
reparables per LRU/SRU/ORU, the KSC approved Electrical and Mechanical GSE
were used as a model. The average was derived in the Electrical and Mechanical
categories using the list dated 7/30/1994. The system/GSE items with the highest
and lowest total reparables and non-reparables were deleted prior to the calculation
to exclude high/low variances.
The estimateusedin the Fluid/Servicerscategoryis a true averagedue to the small
sample.
B-4.0 LOMC LOGISTICS RESPONSIBILITIES
B-4.1 KSC GSE. The LOMC IPT Will develop and maintain logistics support capability for
all KSC designed GSE. This will include the required documentation, spares, repair
capability and 2nd teir support equipment.
B-4.2 PRIME PROVIDED GSE (PG-1, PG-2 &PG-3). Prime is responsible for providing
reprocurement standard drawing packages, LSA to the depot level, maintenance
analysis data, technical and operations manuals (vendor manuals for Custom-Off-The-
Shelf items) and provisioning analysis data. The LOMC Igr will develop and maintain
logistics support capability and procure all spare and repair parts. 2nd teir support
equipment will be built/procured by the LOMC IFr if not developed or procured
under the prime comract.
..
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INTER.NATIONAL SPACE STATION ALPHA PROGRAM
REPARABLES AND NON-REPARABLES
LOMC
MAINTENANCE SUPPORT BASELINE
SUMMARY
JAN 95 BASELINE
UNIQUE
P._: _L_t,_,_x_ ttrz3nw4 UNIQUE NON TOTAL
SYSTEMS REPARABLE REPARABLE UNIQUE
"FOTAL 1652 SS35 7_7
f "'NITED STATES PROVIDED FLIGHT AND GROUND EQUIPMENT 16521 $U$ 7487
/
KSC FACILITY SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT 364 2107 2471
KSC GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 626 2301 2927
TEST, CONTROL & MONITORING SYSTEM {TCMS) 321 © 321
PG-1 (MDA.HB) FLIGHTAND GROUND EQUIPMENT 152 634; 78_
PG-2 (ROCKETDYNE) FLIGHT AND GROUND EQUIPMENT 36 202 23£
PG-3 (BOEING) FLIGHT AND GROUND EQUIPMENT 57 251 30E
PROGRAM RESPONSIBILITY 96 340 43_
INTERNATIONAL PARTNEFLSFLIGHT AND GROUND EQUIPMENT UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN
CANADIANSPACE AGENCY (CSA) UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN
EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY (ESA) UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN
NATIONAL SPACE DEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF JAPAN (NASDA) UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN
RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY (RSA) UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN
/- -,
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INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION ALPHA
UNITED STATES _,,
PROVIDED ..
FLIGHT AND GROUND EQUIPMENT
." \
• ..,:
°
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KSC FACILITY SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT
JUN 94 BASELINE
tnPDATED7n,_sg_t UNIQUE
_. UNIOUE NON TOTAL
SYSTEMS - REPARABLE REPARABLE _QLTE RF._RENC£
TOTAL FSE 364 2107 2471
LOGISTICS FACILITIES 6 153 159
M6.-794HVAC 1 46 47 SPA01 FS299
M6-Tg4 AUTO GUIDE VEHICLE IHI DENSITY STORE SYS C 10 10 ENG. EST
M7-505 HVAC s 92 97 SPA01SS118
M7-505 VERTICAL HIGH DENSITY STORAGE SYSTEM C 3 3 ENG. EST
M7-505 MOBILE RAIL RACK (HIGH DENSIT_ 01 2 2 ENG. EST
SSPF 355 1954 2312
EUECTRICAL )661 707 873
CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION (CCTV_ K61-2481 11 25 26 SPA01FS042
LONG RUN CABLE SYSTEM K61-2611 61 36 42 AVERAGE
PEDESTAUELECTRICAL SYSTEM VF K61-2621 01 34 34 ENG EST
CABLESUBASSEMBLIES, MISCELLANIOUS K61-2742 61 36 42 AVERAGE
UNINIEHRUPTABLE POWER SUPPLY (UPS) K61-2773 42: 22 64 MDC Y3002
INTEG ENVIR MONITORING SYSTEM (IEMS} K61-2782 16 115 131 MEICY3007
CAU71ON AND AREA WARNING SYS K61-2874 9 3 12 MDC Y3003
f ILl1 USER CABLESYSTEM-CABLE INTEG K61-2877 10 26 36 SPA01V2101
MPLEX CONTROL SYS (SENSR &60HZ CABLE-EDL) K61-2954 8 25 33 SPA03CY00
,0 HZ LOW VOLT POWER KSl.309Sl 12 123 13-= SPA 01LI01-CAO
ADMIN DATA COMM LAN NETWORK K61-32811 16 4 2C ENG. EST
CABLEASSEMBLIESTMISCELLANIOUS K61-33831 6 36 42 AVERAGE
60HZ HIGH VOLT 4160V SECONDARY K61-34161 5 25 3C KSCM-DL-0013
ELEVATOR I FREIGHT K61-3479 3 26 31 RSPL
ELEVATORTPASSENGER K61-3480 2 25 271 RSPL
POWEH_D DOORS - VERT1CALLIFT I HI BAY-AIR LOCK K61-3503 6 36 421 AVERAGE
POWERED DOOFtS - VEHTICAL ROLLUP/COIL K61-3505 6 36 421 AVERAGE
POWERED DOORS - HORIZONAL ROLL/SLIDING K61-3506 6 36 421 AVERAGE
HI DATA RATE FIBER OPTICS - COM & TRK TED 6 3e 42 AVERAGE
MECHANICAL 192 1247 1439
CRANES r HOIST OFF-LINE LABS B/L580.21 8 _ 17 7gK23096
CRANES 30 T HI BAY K61-2944 22 18_ 208 SPA01FS027
CRANES 5 T BRIDGE K61-2946 3 61 64 SPA01FS013A
CRANES 15 T BRIDGE K61-2947 37 20C 237 SPA 01FS042
CRANES 5 TMONORAIL K61-2948 3 61 64 SPA 01FS013A
GN2 FAC DISTRIBUTION Sy._,T_-M K61-2989 33 264 297 SPA01SS09
GHe FAC DISTRIBUTION SY_/PM K61-2990 17 901 107 SPA01SS09
CHILLED WAIEH PIPING I MANIFOLD K61-3160 1 01 1 ENG. EST
CHILLED POTABLEWATER DRAIN PANEL K61-3300 3 111 14 AVERAGE
HVAC HIGH TEMP. WATCH (INSIDE SSPF) K61-3423 3 111 14 AVERAGE
COMPRESSED AIR SYS K61-3481 15 51 20 MOC Y3005
" VACUUM S_r_/EM K61-348: g 171 26 MDC Y3004
AIR SHOWERS K61-3509 3 11, 14 AVERAGE
FLOOR PLATES I SERVICE ACCESS TED 3 11 14 AVERAGE
FOOD WRAP. FLIGHT PREPARATION TED 3 11 14 AVERAGE
FRE_LEHS - FLIGHT PREPARATION TED 3 11 14 AVERAGE
HEAT EXCHANGER (HVAC) TED 4 7 11 SPA01LI021
HVAC AIR HANDLERS / CONTROLS TBD IS 270 289 ENG. EST
-- _)ANELASSEMBLYr FACILITY VENTS !PNEU) TED 3 11 14 AVERAGE
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KSCFACILITYSYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT
t .. .
.TUN94 BASI£[J[NE
WDA'rED"/r'J,ots9t4 T.]NTO[.,1E
t,_QT_ NON 'TCTTA.L
SYSTEMS KF..PAR_L.£ R.F.PAR,AJBTJEU'NTQT_ RF.._RF_C:_
( NOT INCLUDED IN BASEUNE TOTAL )
NON-PGOC MAINTAINED SYSTEMS 181 389 570
ELECTRICAL 105 lg2;
PAGING &AREA WARNING (SPC) K61-2485 11 1 12 SPA09CU05
B
OUTSIDE CABLE PLANT (BOC) K61-2885 4 14 18 KSCM-DF-0037
ELECTRONIC SECURITY SYSTEM K61-2681 1-,= 17 32 82K00721
FIRE ALARM & DETECTION (BOC) K61-3417 2'2 68 90 SPA09CU11
TIMING & COUNTDOWN ISPC} K61-3610 37 32 6S SPA02EE031
=ADMINTELEPHONES (BOC) N/A 1C 15 2E KSCM-DL-0004
:OIS-D NETWORK &TECH (SPC) WA (: 9 492 SPA01EE023PARKI G LOT & STR ET L1GHTS 61 36 AVERAGE
MECHANICAL "/_1 IB? 2"3"31
WlDEBAND FIBER OPTICS (SPC) K61-2601_ 3 0 3 SPA09CU03
GROUNDING.BONDING & LIGHTNING PROTECTION K61-2620 6 10 16 KSCM.-DF-0047
FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEM K61-3419 B 22 30 AVERAGE
POTABLE WATER (BOC) K61-3422 28 3g 67 ENG. EST /_'\
SANITATION - SEWAGE (BOC) K61-3424 2 22 24 ENG. EST
BUILDING STRUCTURE/ROOF (SSPF') (BOC) N/A 8 35 43 ENG. EST
CHILLER PLANT (BOC) NIA 14 52 66 ENG. EST
DOCK LEVELERS IBOC) N/A 4 g 13 ENG. EST
HIGH TEMP H20 (BOC'I N/A 3 81 11 ENG. EST
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KSC GROUNDSUPPORT EQUIPMENT
JAN 95 BASELINE I
I I I
KSC DF._IGNED GSE TOTAL '2' 2301 I 29271
KSC DF..5IGN_J APPROVED GSE
TOTAL 560 1975 7<_<
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 260 918 1178
PACKET DATAANALYzEH GDSP0006g 61 36 42 AVERAGE
60 HZ POWER GSE GE5-00146 01 20 20 SPA01SS113-001
GROUND STRAP SET - SSPF GBSP00183 31 11 14 AVERAGE
MDM INTERFACE SIMULATOR GFSP00233 181 29 47 02EE01-001
HIGH DENSITY GROUND RECORDER GD5-00377 38! 172 210 SPA01SS02-004
UNIVERSAL CHECKOUT CONSOLE (UCC) GD5-00414 01 30 30 SPA___P01-001
DATA BUS TEsiEH - CMU GFSP00436 61 36 42 AVERAGE
CARGO INTEGRA'I1ON TEST SET(CITE) GF5-00508 11 5 6 ENG EST
US INT. _ i u PAYLOAD RACK (ISPR) CKOUT UNIT GF5-00510 321 11 43 ENG EST
FDDI NETWORK P/L DATA DEMUX 7 DIS GDSP00512 6! 36 42 AVERAGE
// yLOAD HIGH RATE INPUT SIMULATOR GF5P00627 25: B 33 0gEO6g-001
'F GSE GROUND POWER GE5-00650 13 21 34 82KD4587
_,_'RCAL SIGNAL GENERATOR GQSP00660 6 36 42 AVERAGE
KSC GSE BO BOXES. ADAPT CABLES AND STE CB5-00665 6 36 42 AVERAGE
PORTABLE AMMONIA REMuT_- SENSING CART GIS-00692 37 37 74 ENG EST
:GENERAL POWER Dt_ i HiBUTION ASSEMBLY GE5-00695 2 8 10 KSCN-DF-0114
_120VoltsDC FLT. PWR. SUPPLY GES-00700 6 62 68 ENG EST
PORTABLE AMMONIA SENSOR GISP0076_ 1 0 1 82K03918
SPIDER CABLES GBSP00797 6 35 42 AVERAGE
RAW DATA RECORDER (RADAR) GDSP00800 6 36 42 AVERAGE
ANTENNA REPEATER SY_/bM (MODIFIED) GC5P03501 6 36 42 AVERAGE
GPS DATA IN/_-HFACE SIMULATOR GDSP00B0_ 6 36 42 AVERAGE
IMPLM CMU GDSP0080.3 6 36 42 AVERAGE
STATION DOCKING S_ __-MCMU GDSP0080e 6 36 42 AVERAGE
USICU POWER DISTRIBUTION ASSEMBLY GE5POG____ 6 36 42 AVERAGE
USICU VACUUM PUMPING SY_ibM r.__Dnn_= 6 36 42 AVERAGE
GROUND AIR CONDITIONING UNITS (GACU) GRSP0086_ 6 36 42 AVERAGE
MECHANICAL EQUI]PMENT 152 $73 725
IWORKSTAND AIR BEARING PALLET GX5-0002"3 21 62 83 MDC Y3006
IGSE AIR BEARING CASTER (HEAVY DUTY) GXS-0002-_ 0 0 0 :Ret: GX5-00023
IELECT_IC FORK TRUCK GXS-00050 8 79 87 21FKS1-001
IGHe DISTRIBUTION (FLTIGSE_ GS5-00114 12 6 18 82K04174
ELE_IHIC TOW VEHICLE GXS-0012_ 4 29 33 215_oS1-001
IRACKINSEHHuN DEVICE GHSP001gl 3 11 14 AVERAGE
IGSE AIR BEARING CASi_-H (LIGHT DUTY) GX5-0022C 0 0 0 IRef: GX5-00023
IPAYLOADSTHuNGBACK S¥_/PM GHS-0026g 0 10 10 01SR01-002
IRETRACTABLE OVERHEAD ACCESS PLATFORM GA5-00330 11 34 45 SPA01FS093
ICARGO ELEMENTWORK STANDS (10 FOOT) GHS-0n_nn 5 22 27 ENG EST
LAUNCH PACKAGE INTEGRATION STAND (LPIS} GH5-0034g 3 19 22 SPA0gFY02
CARGO ELEMENT WORK STANDS (15 FOOT} GH5-0041C 4 20 24 ENG EST
[HYDRAULIC POWERED LIFT PLATFORM GA5-00431 4 29 33 SPA 21W551
_'_RGO ELEMENT LIFTING ASSEMBLY GH5-00547 7 21 28 SPA 21WSS1
'LOAD HFHNGS GH5-_n_n6___1 7 12 lg SPA01FSOB3
•t'LOAD WEIGHT AND BALANCE FI'rrlNG SET GH5-0062_ 1 8 9 KSCM-DM-0096
IWORKSTAND ACCESS STAIRS GA5-006251 0 4 4 82K03984
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KSC GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
|
JAN 9SBASEL3NE "
I
ISCAFFOLDING GA5P006L_51 :1] 11 14 AVERAGE
IAFT FLIGHT DECK STAND GH5-006831 11 5 6 ENG EST
T-0 STAND IGHE-00r:_4) GHE-00684 11 4 5 ENG EST
APCU-I PAYLOAD INTEGRATION I-I/W GRSP00698 3' 11 14 AVERAGE
CABLE TRAY STAND GH5..00712 0 7 7 ENG EST
CARGO ELEMENT EXTENSION KIT CH5-00717 3 11 14 AVERAGE
AMMONIATANK ASSY VALVE SAVER SUPPORT GSSP00729 3 11 14 AVERAGE
REMOVABLEEND ACCESS PLATFORM GASP00754 20 4_1 63 01FS093.045
,1
ALIGNMENT EQUIPMENT GK_00756 1 31 4 SPA09FS093 .,
GENERAL PURPOSE SLING KIT GH_00764 0 21 ; SPA0gFT06
ROEU SUPPORT ARM GRSP00809 3 11! 141 AVERAGE
DFRF ORBITER ACCESS GSE POR'PLM I MPLM GASP00810 3 11' 141 AVERAGE
EARLY/LATE ENTRY GSE GHSP00810 3 11 14 AVERAGE
PAD I PCR ACCESS GSE FOR PLM I MPLM GASP00811 3 11 14 AVERAGE
RACKACCESS STANDS GASP00812 3 11 14 AVERAGE
ATTACH PAYLOADSUPPORT STAND GHSP0083-_ 3 11 14 AVERAGEIROFU SU PORT ARM 44 -q, I
IIMPLM CONDITIONED CARGO TRANSPORT EQUIP GRSP008551 31 11 14 AVERAGE
RACKINSERT DEVICE END EFFECTORS (90" HATCH) TBD' 3' 11 14 AVERAGE
FLUI])S/SERV[CERS 148 +_4 632
SSPF AMMONIA SERVICING SYSTEM GS54)0421 74 276] 350 ENG EST •
PAD FIXED ITCS FLUID HX SUPPORT GR5P00857 37 1041 141 AVERAGE
IMPLM MOBILE COOLING SERVICER GS5P00859 37 104 141 AVERAGE
lr_C DESIGNED U'NAPPROYED GSE
TOTAL 66 326 392
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT 34t 216 252
INTERFACE BREAKOUT BOXES- FLIGHT CB5P00174 e 36 42 AVERAGE
SRMS SHUI-rLE END EFFECTOR INTERFACE SIM GFSP00197 61 36 42 AVERAGE
DDCU . TBDI 61 36 42 AVERAGE
FLUID SERVICE QUICK DISCONNECTS TBD 6 3e 42 AVERAGE
APCU-I TSD 6 38 42 AVERAGE
FLIGHT ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS IUSICU) TBD 6 3e 42 AVERAGE
MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT 30 1!© 14_
SSRMS LATCHING END EFFECTOR SIMULATOR GFSP00561 3 111 14 AVERAGE
ORBITER DOCKING SYS SIM CONTROL UNIT GDSP00805 3 111 14 AVERAGE
ORBITER INTERFACE UNIT INTEGRATION HDWR GRSP00B08 3 11 14 AVERAGE
ORBITER DOCKING SYSTEM SIMULATOR GFSP0082g 3 11 14 AVERAGE
• BERTHING MECHANISM INSTALLATION KIT TH1-01224 3 11 14 AVERAGE
CUPO_, CBM/LIFTING BEAM TH1-01267 3 11 14 AVERAGE
AISLE STORAGE CONTAINER LOADER GH1-01316 3 11 14 AVERAGE
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT TOW BAR ST2P20151 3 11 14 AVERAGE
ELEMENT HANDLING SLING T106: 31 11 14 AVERAGE
FLUID SERVICE QUICK DISCONNECTS "T'BU 3' 11 14 AVERAGE
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TEST, CONTROL AND MONITORING SYSTEM (TCMS)
Note:
BI Set l_mumanc_ _t wilt tx_complct_l 2ridCY Quartet JANUARY 95 BASELINE
.4,1 ' " [
95. AI, CI & SN 0 _m _llly tl_ r,la_ _ BI. IL_.IQIfE jJ B1LRU IUNIqUEI UN'I_ISN0IE TOTAL
SYSTEM LRI_ PMN REPARABLES REFERENCE
TOTAL TBD 321 "rBD TBD 321
CEC 06-0087-000 1 B1 D[L
FDDIPIN 06-0100-000 I BI DIL
FDDI PIN 06-0100-000 I BI DIL
FDDI MAC :06-0127..000 1 B1 DIL
E)DI MAC ;06-0127.000 I BI DIL
FAN A.._ FRONT 13003711-101 4 BI DIL
POWERSUPPLY 1313WAeE-1068 2 B1 DIL
F:DDICNTR.UNIT 17200-004 9 B1 DIL
ENETCNTLR UNIT 17200-009 18 BI DIL
FLTRDBA_ UNIT 17200-019 9 BI DIL
MAIN PROC. UNIT 7200-025 9 B1 DIL
HIM POWER SUPPLY 83501132-002 I BI DIL
PWRDISTR.PANEL B3K00201-101 3 B1 DIL
POWER D_iBU'TION PANEL 83KI:IT_ 1-10"2 5 B1 DIL
POWER DbIRIBUTION PANEL 83K00201-103 10 BI DIL
F/E BRIDGE 83K03208-001 9 BI DIL
.f"--"_JUTER B3K00209..O08 1 B1 DIL
)/VIM SERVER 83K00223-001 4 BI DIL
,ONT PANELDISPLAYASSY 83KI:X3224-103 I BI DIL
M R REPEATER 83K00228-001 3 BI DIL
TRAN_ON CARD 83K03235-101 2 BI DIL
HIM CHASSIS 83K01127-101 I BI DIL
PEI_PHERALSUB-P.ACK 831(01133.-101 I B1 DIL
DISPLAYPANEL 83l(01136.-I01 I BI DIL
FAN TRAY 83K01138-I01 2 BI DIL
CCA. 16DI 83K01146-111 I BI DIL
CCA. 16 Dl 83k"01146-I14 1 B1 DIL
CCA. 16131 83K01146,-115 I BI DIL
CCA. 16131 83K01146-116 I BI OIL
CCA. GTC 83K01148-I01 I BI OIL
CCA. 8RCC 83k'01150-101 4 BI DIL
CCA. 4AOC 83k'01152-102 I BI DIL
CCA. 4AOC 83K01152o103 I BI DIL
CCA. 4AOC 83K01152-104 I B1 DIL
CCA. 4AOC 83K01152-105 I BI OIL
ICCA. 4AOC 83K01152°105 I BI DIL
CCA. 4AOC 83K01152-107 I BI DIL
CCA. 8AIC 831<01154-I01 2 BI DIL
CCA. 81C 831(01154-103 I BI DIL
CCA. 8AIC: 831(01154-109 I BI DII.
CCA. 4AIC 83KID115.4-I15 1 BI DIL
CCA. 8AIC 83K01154-122 2 BI DIL
CCA. 8AIC 83K'01154-124 I BI DIL
CCA. 21TL 83K01156-101 I BI DIL
CCA. 2T11. 83K01156-102 1 B1 DIL
CCA. fi_._ 83K01158-I01 2 BI DIL
CCA. GICC 831(01180-101 I BI DIL
CCA. HIM OSE 833(01180-103 I BI DIL
_- MANCH_.siI:I_TRANSTTIONCARD ;83K0134G-111 I BI DIL
/ 'ANCHESTERIlF CARD !83K01342-111 I BI OIL
: 3_L PROCESSORCARD 183K01372-I01 2 BI OIL
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KSC
TEST, CONTROL AND MONYrORING SYSTEM (TCMS)
Note:
B1S," lVbin_mnc=Plmt willbeGomplemt_ _ Quan.=r JANUARY95BASELINE
SX'S'_ML_ I'M_ P_r._P.ABL_ _R_,_CE
FRONTENDPROCESSORCARO 83K01372-102 I B1 OIL
reAL'riMEPROCESSORCARO 83Km_-I03 _ m OIL
TIMINGPROCESSOR CD 83K01373-101 I BI DIL
CCA. TPC 83K01373-102 I BI OIL
CHASSIS,ASSY 83K01379-001 2 B1 OIL
180MB HARD DISK 83K01397-001 2 BI OIL
CCA, BUSBUFFm MONITOR _BB,M) 83K01444-I01 2 BI OIL
CCA. BUFFERACCESS CARD [_BAC_} 831<01448-102 31 BI DIL
CCA. BBA 83K01450-102 3 B1 OIL
CCA. BUF:FERCONTPROCESSORCARD _BCI_ 183K01453-101 2 BI DIL
CCA, BUFFERCONTPROCESSORCARD_BCI) 183k"01454-102 2 BI Dr,.
CCA, CONTROLBUSMONITOR(ClaM) 183k"01456.-102 I BI Og.
CCA, TERMINA'nON(TER) B3K01458-102 2 BI DIL
CCA, CONTROLBUS&ARTITERCARD[_CBA_) 831(01460-102 2 BI DIL
CC.A,MEMORYCARD(_MEM_] 83K01462-I02 8 BI DIL
CCA, BI_DGESTACCARD _BSC) 831031464-102 3 BI DIL
CCA. MEMORYMONITORCARD(_MMC) 83K01466.,I02 4 BI OIL
CHASSIS,BAC 831(01479-101 5 BI DIL _-,,
CHASSIS.C{M 83K01479-201 I BI DIL
BIOP 83K01480-102 7 BI DR.
MIOP 83K01481-102 I BI DIL
POWERSUPPLY 83K01482-102 6 BI DIL
KEYBOARD 831(01483-001 I BI DIL
CONTROl/STATUSPANB. 83K01487-I01 I BI OIL
CPUBOARD 83k'01521-001 5 BI DIL
I/4" TAPEDRIVE 831q31521.43a6 5 BI DR.
VMEPOWERFAIL 83k'01521-006 5 BI DIL
VIVIEPOWERSENSE 183K01521-007 5 BI DIL
GLOBALMEM.BD B3K01521-013 5 BI DIL
4POS.FRONTPLANE B3K01521-O20 I BI OIL
TAPEDRIVE 831<01521-027 I BI OIL
NIGHTHAWK 83K01521-I02 4 BI DIL
PWRSUPPLY 83K01521-1133 1 B1 DIL
19HAMONITOR 831<01621.,0132 5 BI DIL
LK4OIAAKEYBOARO 83K01621..003 5 BI DILi
MOUSEVS)O(X-GA 83K01621-004 5 BI DIL
STORAGE XPBOXSZ12B-EA 83K01621-005 5 B1 DIL
STORAGEEXPBOXSZ12XLA 83K01621.-I_06 5 BI DIL
5000f240CPU 83k'01621-201 5 BI OIL
PRINTER 83K01632-001 1 B1 OIL
PRINTER 83K01636-001 1 B1 DE.
PROCESSORCABINETASSY 83Ka1726.-102 I BI DE.
PDRVMECHASSISASSY !831(01733-101 1 BI OIL
TERMINAL 183K01741-001 I BI DIL
OPTICALDISK 1831<01744-001 3 BI DIL
IPDI_PROCESSOR 83K01770-102 I BI DIL
DSARSC._ 831<01771-101 1 B1 DIL
DSARSC_ 831(01771-102 1 BI OIL
DSARSC._ 83k"01771-103 I, BI OIL
ETHERNETCARD 83K01773.-I01 I B1 DIL
lIVE REPEATERCD 83K01774-101 I BI DIL
HVEREPEATERCD 831<01774-102 [i I BI OIL
MAGNETIC,DISKORIVE 83Ka1776-I01 1 3 B1 OIL
B-f1
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KSC
TEST, CONTROL AND MONTFORING SYSTEM (TCMS)
Note:
BI Set Mainununcc 13armingwill be committal 2ridCY (_,aner JANU_Y 95 BASELINE
UNIQUE LRU UNIQUEU_qUE TOTAL
SYSTEM LRUs : _ PMN i_PA.R.ABLES REFERENCE
MAGNETIC TAPEDRIVE 83k'01777-001 1 B1 OIL
LASERPRINTER 83K01976-001 1 B1 OIL
CCA,VME BUS 83K02116-101 I BI DIL
CCA. VME BUS 83K02116-103 I BI DIL
FRONTPANELDISPLAY 831402170-103 1 B1 DIL
TIMINGTRANSmON CARD 83K02305-I11 I BI DIE
CABJNET ASSY 83K02_1-101 1 BI DIL
PRINTSERVER 83K03723-I01 2 BI DIL
SN RACK 83KO3960-105 1 BI DIL
CCA. BUS_ESTCARD 83K08175-I01 3, BI DIL
PWRDISTR.PANEL 83K30201-103 1 • B1 DIL
KEYBOARD 84036601 I BI DIL
CCA. BBM 84K01444-I01 I BI DIL
MONITOR 90098607 I BI DIL
PWR SUPPLY MAX-1004-1203 1 Sl OIL
_
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" + Revision
PG-1 FLIGHT AND GROUND EQUIPMENT
t
JAN 9SBASELINE
R_r:.sz _ U?OATZDluaantM IJNIOIJ'£
UNIQUE NON TOTAL
SYSTEMS PMN REPAI_,]BLE P,JEPAI_SLE UNXQTJ£ .REFER_C£
TOTAL PC.I FLIGHT & GROUND EQUIPMENT 152 634 796
PG.I FLIG|r]["TFEU+ENG MODEL
TOTAL 6 36 42
ELECTRICAL
APCU-I T'B[} 6 _ 42 A_AG'__.
t___l APPROVED GSE
TOTAL 122 _ _/6
Et..,E(.."TIR.ICAL 30 IS01 210
SENSORAND EFFECTORSIMULATOR GF2P20007 6q 36! 42 AVERAGE
_0EO TEST sET GQ2P20121 d 61 _ 42 AV1F.RAGE
SPACETO GROUNDSUBSYSTEM(SGS)TEST SET GQ2-20138 6' 36 42 AVERAGE
APCU-BSIMULATOR GESP00711 6 36 42 AVERAGE
,ASSEMBLYCONTINGENCYSUBSYSTEMIACS_TEST SET GQ2-20137 6 36 42 AVERAGE
MECHANICAL 18 _ 141
UMAGROUNDCONNECTORASSEMBLY GB2P20227 3 11 141 AVERAGE
APt ULCBERTH,,tNGPORTI I F SIMULATOR GF2P2023g 3 11 14_ AVERAGE
CUPOLATO NODEMATINGF1X_RE SLING GHSP00838 3 U 14: AVEP,AGE
GSETRUNNK:)NS GH2P20140 ' 3 11 14 - AVERAGE
EXTERNN.TCS VALVESAVERSET GZ2P20142 3 11 14 AVERAGE
i,N'T,EP,NALECLSSVALVESAVERSET GZ2P2014_ _J 11, 14 AV]F..RAGE
FZ.UIDI_ERVlCER_ 74! 20S _2
INTERNALTCS SERVICINGUNIT GS2P20O60 3"[ 104 141 AVERAGE
INTERNALTCS COOLINGSERV1CER GS2P20061 37 104 141 A_q:.RAGE
PG-1 UNAPPROVED.GSE
TOTAL 24 144 168
ELECTRICAL 24 144 1681
p/t_MOMFELl GFSP00351-001 6 36 42: AVERAGE
P& MSU FEU GFSP00351-002 6 36 42: AVERAGE
LAI_roP FEU GFSP00351-O03 ; 6 36 42 AVERAGE
C I C FEU GFSP00351-006 6 3_ 42 AVERAGE
B.I"_
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PG-1 FLIGt-ITAND GROUNDEQUIPMENT
JAN 95 BASELINE
PLY:.SgLISTUPDATEDl_tM UNIOUE
UNIQUE NON TOTAL
SYSTEMS PMN I_PARABLE P_EPARABLE UNIQUE REFERENCE
PG-1 APPROVED TSE ( PG.1 SUPPORT RESPONSIBILITY )
TOTAL 0 OI O:
ELE_|CAL 0 of 0
CMG GROUND il::,_! SET SS2P20003
PMA-TO-NODE JUMPER SET ST2P20060
FLIGHT CONNEuIuR SAVERS ST2P20064
TUS INTERFACE SIMULATOR SF2P20102
TUS MOTION SIMULATOR ST2P20118
NODE 1 CABLEKIT ST2o20154
NODE 2 CABLEKIT ST2-20155
$I CABLEKIT ST2-20158
$3 CABLEKIT ST2-20160
SOCABLEKIT ST2-20161
P1 CABLEKIT ST2o20162
P3 CABLEKIT ST2-20164
MT CABLE KIT ST2-20166
_- "'4A CABLE KIT ST2-20169
--'CHANICAL
MATE 3 SD2-20152
IS31 P3 SEGMENT HANDLING FIXTURE ST2-20015
IS1/ P1 SEGMENT HANDLING FIXTURE ST2-20020
IS0 SEGMENT HANDLING FIXTURE ST2o20021
ISUPPORT STAND SLING SET ST2P20038
PRESSURiL_u MATING ADAPTER SLING ST2P20040
IPMAHANDLING FIXTURE ST2P20045
IAVIONICS COOLING FLUID INTERFACE TEST KIT _t___P20058
IKU-BANDANTENNA SUPPuH/STAND ST2°20113
f_
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PG-2 BLIGHT AND GROUND EQUIPMENT
JAN 9S BASELINE
P.J_:'mLift t/PDA11_tl_l/ll_ UNIQUE
UNIQUE NON TOTAL
SYSTEMS PMN REPARABLE REPARABLE UNIQUE REFERENCE
TOTAL PG-2 FLIGHT & GROUND EQUIPMENT 38 202 238
PG-2 FUGHT TFEUI ENG MODEL
TOTAL TBD TBD TB[:
TED
PG-2 APPROVED GSE
TOTAL 24 130 154
ELEL;i HiCAL 18 108 126
DC LOAD (PLDDCU) GE4-06037 6 36 4E AVERAGE
DC POWER SOURCE (20140 KW} GE4-06041-1 6 36 4E AVERAGE
CONNECTOR SAVER (WP.04 ! GTSP00704 6 36 4E AVERAGE
MECHANICAL 6 2.2 28
REMOVABLE TRUNNIONS SET GH4-0609 3 11 14 AVERAGE
ITCS FILL AND DRAIN ADAPTER GZ4..06137 3 11 14 AVERAGE .._
PG-2 UNAPPROVED GSE ',
TOTAL 12 72 54 "
ELEU_H_CAL 12 72 841
REMOTE POWER CONTROL MODULES (RPCM) GESP00825 6 36 421 AVERAGE
20140 KW POWER SUPPLY MOD KIT GE4-06041-3 6 36 42' AVERAGE
PG-2 A_OVED TSE ( PG.2 SUPPORT RESPONSIBILITY )
TOTAL © 0 0
PRuI ECTIVE COVER SET TP4-46164
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• PG-3 FLIGHT AND GROUNDEQUIPMENT
JAN 95 BASELINE
_BI=:_LL_UPgA'r_ II/L_W4 UNIQUE
UNIQUE NON TOTAL
SYSTEMS PMN REPARABLE REPARABLE: UNIQUE REFERENCE
TOTAL PO-3 FLIGHT& GROUND EQUIPMENT 57 251 308
PG-3 FLIGHT_FEU r ENG MODEL
TOTAL 9 47 56
ELECTRICAL 6 38 42
FLIGHT ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS (USICU) TED 6 36 42 AVERAGE
MECHANICAL 3 11 14
FLUID SERVICE QUICK DISCONNECTS TED 3 11 14 AVERAGE
PG-3 APPROVED GSE
TOTAL 48 204 252
ELE_HiCAL 12 72 84
AUDIO TEST SET (INCLUDING WIRELESS) GC1P0130g 6 38 42 AVERAGE
COMMON VIDEO INTI::HFACE UNIT TED 6 36 42 AVERAGE
F ",CHANICAL 38 132 168
CK SHIPPING CONTAINER GX1P01094 3 11 14 AVERAGE
,NTERFACE LEAKTEST HARDWARE GQIP01111 3 11 14 AVERAGE
COMMON BERTHING MECHANISM SIM. (CBM) GF1P01138 3 11 14 AVERAGE
HATCH OPERATIONS KIT r1G GH1P01248 3 11 14 AVERAGE
HATCH RESTRAINT FIXTURE GH1P01256 3 11 14 AVERAGE
DCC HANDLING SET GH1P01260 3 11 14 AVERAGE
DCC SUPPORT STAND GHIP01264 3 11 14 AVERAGE
ADAP'I_-RvRACK HANDLING GH1P0128_ 3 11 14 AVERAGE
PADS AND PF_T_-CTIVE COVERS GP1P01290 3 11 14 AVERAGE
ELEMENT ACCESS/TEST STAND (ROTATING) GA1P01291 _ 11 14 AVERAGE
INTRA-RACK DUCT FLOW BALANCING KIT GQ1P01320 0 11 14 AVERAGE
PERSONNEL AC_sS FLOOR TEl'1 3 11 14 AVERAGE
PO-3 APPROVED s_I¢ ( PG-3 SUPPORT RESPONSIBILITY )
TOTAL 0 0 0
MECHANICAL
HATCH INSTALLATION FIXTURE (CONTINGENCY AT KS TH1P01 lg_
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PROGRAM RESPONSIBILITY
i
JAN 95 BASELINE
P._: s_LL_1"b'PDA'ir_)I.zn.,._m UNIQUE
UNIQUE NON TOTAL
SYSTEMS PMN REPARABLE REPARABLE UNIQUE REFERENCE
TOTAL PROGRAM RESPONSIBILITY GSE t & FLIGHT 96 340 436
PROGRAM STUDY GSE
TOTAL 33 38 89
ELECTRICAL 6 38 42
ISPR SIMULATOR GFSP00721 6 36 42 AVERAGE
PROGRAM STUDY 1 GSE
TOTAL 27 144 171
ELECTRICAL 1E 108 125
UCS TEST SET GCSW00527 6! 36 42 AVERAGE
FLIGHT TEST SOFT-MATE CABLES GESP00697 6 36 42 AVERAGE
RSA SIMULATOR GFSP00831 6 36 42 AVERAGE
CVIU (COMMON VIDEO INTERFACE UNIT) DV'FM GCSP00864 6 36 42] AVERAGE
MECHANICAL 9 33 42'
SPCU RACK HANDLING EQUIPMENT {RSA PROVIDED RACK GHSP0084gl 3 11 14 AVERAGE
SSRMS HANDLING EQUIPMENT (CSA PROVIDED ?) GHSP00850! 3 11 14 AVERAGE
METEOROID DEBRIS SHIELD HANDLING KIT GH1P01075 • 3 11 14 AVERAGE
PROGRAM STUDY 2 GSE
TO TALl 36 180 196
ELECTRICAL 12 72 84
NASDA DATA INTERFACE SIMULATOR GF5P00606 e 36 42 AVERAGE
ESA DATA INTERFACE SIMULATOR GFSP0061g _ 36 42 AVERAGE
MECHANICAL 24' 88 112
CUPOLA HANDLING I ROTATION FIXTURE GHSP00757 3 11 14 AVERAGE
WINDOW HANDLING I INSTALLATION FIXTURE GTSP0075g 3 11 14 AVERAGE
APAS HANDLING EQUIPMENT (RSA PROVIDED ?) GH5P00834 3 11 141 AVERAGE
HANDLING KIT - CUPOLA GH5P0084_ 3 11 14_ AVERAGE
ROTATION FIXTURE FOR NODE I CUPOLA GHSP0084-_', 3 11 14 AVERAGE
PMA PRESSURE / LEAKTEST COVERS GQSP0085_! 3 11 14 AVERAGE
CUPOLA SHIPPING CONTAINER GXSP00861! 3 11 14 AVERAGE
AIRLOCK ACCESS KIT GA2P20040 3 11 14 AVERAGE
PROGRAM STUDY 2 TSE ( SELECTED PG RESPONSIBILITY |
TOTAL 0 0 0
MECHANICAL
suPpORT STAND - CUPOLA TH190118_' I
MT HANDLING FIXTURE ISLING ST2P20024!
MTTRANSLATION KIT |AIR BEARING') ST2P200g_'
DISU HANDLING SET (PG-2) TH4-.461B4
DIsU TRANSPORT CONTAINER (PG-2) TE4..46186
.!
,.
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INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION ALPHA
f . INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS
PROVIDED
FLIGHTAND GROUND EQUIPMENT
/
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INFER_NATIONALPARTNERS _:
FLIGHT AND GROUND EQUIPMENT
t
JAN 95BASELINE • "
_: _D UNIOUE
UNIQUE NON TOTAL
SYSTEMS PMN REPARABLE REPARABLE UNIQUE REFERENCE
TOTALINTERNATIONALPARTNERSGS_ TSE&FLIGHT UNK UNK UNK
CSATOTAL UNK UNK UNK
CSAFLIGHTEqUIIDMENT UNK UNK lINK
CSAGROUNDE(_UII_MENT UNK UNK UNK
ESATOTAL UNK UNK lINK
ESA FLIGHT EQUIPMENT UNK UNK UNK
ESA GROUND E(_UIIPMENT , UNK UNK UNK
NASDA TOTAL UNK UNK UNK
NASDA FLIGHT EQUIPMENT UNK UNK UNK
NASDA GROUND EQUIPMENT UNK UNK lINK
.I
RSA TOTAL lINK UNK UNK
RSA FLIGHT EQUIPMENT UNK UNK lINK
RSA GROUND E_UIIDMENT "UNK UNK UNK
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MDS&DS/KSC B.QE_ TheBoeln_oComDany
Distribution: F098/R.Shinego HS-30/C.Armstorng ThomasH Hardy
NASAJKSC F110/M:Jones HS-30/R.Crawford P.O.Box240002M/S-6402
CG-LMD/L.Russell(3) F120/C.Klienschmidt HS-30/J.Hedrick Huntsville,AL 35824-6402
CM-INT/S.Francois F160/P.Simons HS-30/G.Hosmer
CM-INT/D.Sias F200/J.Elbon HS-30/S.Taylor HanssenInternational
CM-INT-1/P.W. Bogle F296/M.Jager V. Hanssen
CM-INT-2/R.Lugo F514/P.Tully -_ 3705E. NasaRd1
CM-INT-3/J.Straiton F540/R.Kurrus 5W/D.Durand Seabrook,TX 77586
CM-INT-311B.Webstel' F542/J.McFarland(3)
CM-INT-32/M.Lavoie F550/W.Corbin NASAHQ MartinMariettaServicesGrouo
CM-INT-4/F.Stump(8) F560/J.Herron JLG/S.Kinney J. Schultz
CM-INT-5/W.Branning F660/D.McClelland 555 ForgeRiverRd
CM-INT-6/B.Morris TechnicalDocCenter(2) NASNARC Webster,Tx 77598
CS-EED/D.Webb SCO-MM/M.Bryon
DF-FED/G.Ray Rockwell/KSC SCO-MM/T.Metevia McDonnellDou01as
DL-DSD/R.Hurt ZL73/J.Zirkle 5301 BolsaAvenue
DM-MED/F.Jankowski ZL73/A.M.Carey NAS/VJPL HuntingtonBeach,CA
DM-MED/L.Manfredi 126-310/J.Block MS11-3/T'.Zangl
IM-PEI/C.Figueroa NASAJSC DJ830/LOCA95/MS11-3/P.Ludwig
IM-SAT/L.Campbell DE-44/K.Zingrebe NASNLaRC SSD/MSA95/J830/17-B/R.Hayes
RM-SSP/D.Dibler DT/D.Dahms _926/J.Antol_, A3/MDaJ49-2/M.A.Perry
SK-SL/E.Crooks .... . DT3/R.Lanier ......... ..
TL/A.Montgomeiy DT3/W.Stayton hlj_j_J,,gJ_ RockwellInternational
TIJG. Opresko DT34/T.Fukuda SSC/S.Bankaitis RocketdyneDivision
OCK. Butina NASA/MSFC GaryM. Creps .........
ROCKE'rDYNE/KSC OC/C.Epp EO211C.Lewis LA38/S.Boiler _ :
ROC-1/G.Rozewski OC/V.Feng 6633 CanogaAvenue _ r
OC/C.Howard _ CanogaPark,CA91304 _
OC/M.Ramirez JS50/SEzell
SS/B.Anderson OC/B.Robbins o._=_
SS/G. Bottomley OC/J.Watson TB_MSFC -_._
SS/E. DeJulio OC/G.Johnson JS45/W.Beaver "__
EG&G/KSC AlliedSionalTechnicalSycs/JSC _
BOC-010 B36A-555/L.Livinston
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